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This is
i to update you
y on the efforts of the Alliance forr Telecomm
munications
Industtry Solutionss (ATIS) to assist the Feederal Comm
munications C
Commissionn’s
Rural Call Complletion Task Force
F
in the evaluation oof technical iissues that m
may
be relevant to the call terminaation issues tthat have beeen experiencced by the
industtry.
xplained in ou
ur October 7 letter, ATI S, through itts Next Generation
As ex
Intercconnection In
nteroperabiliity Forum (N
NGIIF), has been activelly examiningg this
issue. The NGIIF
F, one of ATIS’ sixteen m
member foruums, addressses nextgeneraation networrk interconnection and innteroperabiliity issues associated witth
emerg
ging technolo
ogies. Curreently, the folllowing com
mpanies are m
members of tthe
NGIIF
F: Alcatel-L
Lucent; AT&
&T; Bell Cannada; CenturryLink; Hypeercube;
INDig
gital Telecom
m; IP Fabrics; Sprint Ne xtel; T-Mobbile; TDS Teelecom; Telccordia
Techn
nologies; and
d Verizon.
Since October, thee NGIIF hass undertakenn significant efforts on thhis matter. T
The
goal of
o this work is three-fold
d: (1) to deteermine if a rooot cause(s) for the probblems
can bee isolated: (2
2) to develop
p industry staandards, besst practices aand/or guidelines
that may
m be necesssary to addrress any idenntified causee(s); and (3) tto develop aan
industtry handbook
k with inform
mation on exxisting or neew standardss, best practices
or guiidelines that may mitigatte or resolvee the identified problem((s) with the iintent
of upd
dating the haandbook as new
n problem
ms arise.
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The first step is to gather information from those experiencing the problems. ATIS has completed
its first phase of this effort. The NGIIF has prepared a survey aimed at collecting detailed
information regarding call completion/call termination challenges being experienced. While some
data had been collected previously by other organizations, the more detailed data was not made
available to ATIS or its NGIIF. Further, ATIS’ review of the publically available data determined
that it was insufficient to identify the source of the issues.
Because the call termination issue was raised by rural carriers and their associations, ATIS’ initial
efforts have been focused on this segment of the industry. On November 10, ATIS met with
associations representing rural carriers to explain the process that ATIS was initiating and to seek
their feedback on the questions that would be asked in the survey. Input from this meeting was
incorporated into the survey.
On December 8, ATIS NGIIF held a conference call to discuss its efforts thus far, the purpose for
the industry survey, and the goal of the data collection effort. Approximately 2,400 rural carriers
were invited to this call and about 85 participated in the call itself, in addition to rural associations
and representatives from state public service commissions. During the call, ATIS also explained
that the survey was only the first step in the process and that ATIS plans to use the data to both
identify problems and to facilitate the development of an industry handbook on practices that may
help mitigate known problem(s) as well as future problems that may arise.
The second step is to work on the issue(s) with input from rural carriers. ATIS has planned a
February 2 virtual workshop to discuss issues raised during the December 8 call as well as the
information collected in the survey. Of the 103 respondents to the NGIIF survey, 67 have agreed
to participate in this workshop (because registration remains open until February 2, we may have
more registrants). Additional workshops will be planned based on discussions at the initial
workshop.
Concurrently with our work to identify the root cause(s), ATIS NGIIF has begun work on the
development of best practices for intermediate telecom providers. A set of best practices has been
proposed and is being reviewed by the NGIIF.
A rigid timeframe for the completion of ATIS’ work has not been established. However, the ATIS
NGIIF has made its work on this issue its top priority. ATIS will keep the Commission updated on
its efforts and expected completion dates when information becomes available.
Finally, I note that your December 6 letter includes a list of questions regarding industry work
pertaining to specific issues such as excessive call setup delay, call looping, and false audible
ringing. While ATIS cannot speak definitively to the root cause(s) of the call termination issues,
ATIS is collecting more detailed information regarding industry standards, guidelines and best
practices related to call set up delay, call looping and false audible ringing. This information may
include NGIIF documents as well as documents from other ATIS industry forums. From ATIS’
initial review, it does appear that some of the best practices under consideration, in addition to
existing standards and best practices, may be relevant to the resolution of the identified rural
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problems and to questions posed in your letter. This information will be provided as soon as it is
available.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,

Thomas E. Goode
ATIS General Counsel

cc: William Dever, Chief, Competition Policy Division, Wireline Competition Bureau

